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1. Introduction 

Mouse satellite DNA was one of the first satellites 
observed in eukaryotic cells by isopycnic centrifuga- 
tion [l] yet its sequence has not been fully character- 
ized. Initial studies using restriction enzymes [2] 
indicated segments of a repeating -240 basepair 
sequence were organized into larger arrays. Finger- 
printing studies of purified mouse satellite were con- 
sidered to contain a simpler consensus sequence of 
-9 basepair [3] yet the sequence was more complex 
than the very simple satellite tandem arrays initially 
studied in several other organisms such as Drosophila. 
Some centromeric satellite DNAs, such as human 340 
basepair DNA repeat have a higher complexity than 
originally suspected; the sequence of mouse satellite 
was compared and was found to represent a repeated 
sequence of intermediate complexity consisting of 4 
highly related -59 basepair units which had no dis- 
cernible homology with the human repeats by statis- 
tical analysis [4]. The unpublished mouse sequence 
is reported here in full and is based on both 3’- and 
5’-end labelling for unambiguous identification of 
methyl C-residues. 

Subsets of other major or common repeated DNAs 
in the mouse genome that are not homologous to 
mouse satellite have been identified [5] and repeated 
DNAs within and around gene coding regions are now 
commonly observed. The relation of these various 
subsets of repeated DNAs to satellite DNAs that 
occupy a much larger proportion of eukaryotic 
genomes is unknown. However, particular sequence 
features are likely to be important in understanding 
the evolution and chromosomal domains of repeated 
DNA subsets. Statistical analysis of mouse satellite 
DNA indicates a multistep evolution where the largest 
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tandem arrays form the most s&r&cant units. The 
detailed base sequence of each minimal or prototype 
unit appears to be a less important feature that is 
likely to arise more slowly and possibly by a differ- 
ent evolutionary process. 

2. Materials and methods 

Mouse satellite DNA was purified from isolated 
nuclei in Hoescht-CsCl gradients as in [6]. Prepara- 
tions were generally aO% pure and further purifica- 
tion prior to sequencing was achieved by digestion of 
mouse satellite into discrete bands with EcoRII 
(BstNI) or AvuII as in [5]. Both of these enzymes 
cleave the majority of the satellite into a -240 base- 
pair and 480 basepair fragment, although high multi- 
mers may be seen in various preparations. 5’-32P- 
Labelling on AvaII and EcoRII fragments was done as 
in [4]; 3’-32 P-labelling was done using a 32P-labelled 
G and Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase. Strands 
were separated on 30 cm 5% acrylamide gels after 
denaftuation in alkalai or DMSO (fig.1) [7]; the 
denatured strands run behind the xylene cyan01 dye, 
which is run to the end of the gel for optimal resolu- 
tion. Strands were electroeluted from the gels and 
DNA was sequenced as in [4,7]. 

Results and discussion 

In studies on uncloned purified mouse satellite 
DNA cleaved with AvaII or EcoRII, a series of 
secondary restriction enzyme digests was tried prior 
to sequencing. Available restriction enzymes such as 
Mbol, HueIII, HindIII, Hinf, AluI and EcoRI did not 
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Fig.1. Strand separation prior to sequencing of 5’-labelled 
mouse satellite cleaved with EcoRII and denatured with 
alkalai, and of 3’labelled satellite cleaved with AvuII and 
denatured by heating in 33% DMSO. Plus and minus strands, 
and native undenatured material (N) are noted. Sequence of 
plus strand from S’end cleaved with EcoRII shows 2 methyl- 
ated C residues a). Gel was 80 cm long. Lanes l-5 are 
C, C + T, A > C, A > G and G > A, respectively. 

cut the 240 or 480 basepairs fragments to any visible 
degree and AvaII cut satellite could not be further 
cleaved by EcoRII (not shown). Sequencing also con- 
firmed these common restriction sites did not exist 
in the consensus sequence, and the AvaII and EcoRII 
sites overlapped (see fig.3). Although several short 
4-6 basepair palindromes were observed in the 
sequence, restriction enzymes for these palindromes 
do not yet exist. An M&I site was seen at position 
72-75 but it contains a highly methylated C in the 
minus strand. 

Because the sequence is relatively short, methyl- 
ated C residues in each strand could be confirmed by 
the sequence obtained in the complementary strand 
from both 3’- and 5’- endlabelling. Methylated C 
residues were unambiguous both in the 5’-sequencing 
studies (fig.1) and in the 3’.sequencing runs (fig.2). 
For example, even in overexposed autoradiographs 
(fig.2, center), the C (and C + T) lane at position 189 
was extremely faint as compared to all non-methyl- 
ated C bands in the same gel, as seen at positions 

Fig.2. 3’Labelled plus strand sequenced after cleavage with 
AvaII. Methylated C residues are shown (a). Most of the 
sequence is unambiguous but at several positions minor vari- 
ants are obtained (e.g., positions 199, 166 and 154). Methyl 
C residues were confirmed by observation of G in the com- 
plementary strand. Note that all methyl C residues are at 
pCG, however one pCG residue (base 205) is not clearly 
methylated. 

197,195 and 177. Furthermore the complementary 
strand registered a G at position 189. Significant 
methylation of C residues @O-90%) was seen in all 
pCG sequences with one exception. At position 205 
in the plus strand the pCG residue was not clearly 
methylated (fig.2) and its pCG partner at position 
206 in the minus strand showed only partial methyla- 
tion. From direct sequencing, 7 highly methylated C 
residues have been identified in each satellite strand, 
yielding 7 of 234 bases, or 3% total C methylation. 
Since -8O-90% of each of these 7 C residues was 
unambiguously methylated a final estimate of 2.4- 
2.7% mouse satellite was judged to be composed of 
methyl C residues. It has been noted that X0% of 
the methyl C residues occur in pCG sequences, and 
furthermore that mouse satellite is 2.6% methylated 
as compared to 1% for main band mouse DNA [8]. 
These methodologically independent results on 
mouse satellite are thus in good agreement with this 
number. Here DNA was extracted from the liver, and 
other tissues could have different levels of satellite 
methylation . 

Most of the bases obtained in this uncloned DNA 
were unequivocal although at a few positions minor 
variants were repeatedly obtained in several different 
satellite preparations and sequencing runs (fig.2). 
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I 7 J 3 19 25 31 37 43 49 55 58 
I. CC1 CGA ATA TGG GM MC TGA AM TCA AM ATG AGA MT ACA CAC TTT AGC A.. 

59 65 71 77 04 90 96 103 109 115 118 
II. CGA MAC TCA AM AGG TGG AM ATT1 AGA AAT GTC CAC TGT AGG A.. 

119 125 131 137 143 149 155 161 167 174 
III. CGA ATA TGG CM CAA AAC TGP AAA TCA TGG AAA ATG AGA MC ATC CACT TGA 

177 183 189 195 201 207 213 219 225 231 234 
IV. CT7 GM AAA TGA TAA AAA As$, TGA AAA ATG AGA AAT GCA CAC TGA AGG 

:c: 
L IjCC, TGG 

:.,' 
AVA II 

E-CO1 

Fig.3. Sequence of mow+ satellite from the S’end of the plus strand (base 1). Four homologous sequences are seen (I-IV) com- 
prising the 234 basepair repeat. Unambigous methylated C residues are boxed with a continuous line, and methyl Cs observed in 
the minus strand are similarly noted at their positions on the line beneath. 

The consensus sequence in fig.3 indicates the more 
common base sequence. 

Inspection of the sequence showed many GAA... 
GAAAAA sequences, which is consistent with the 
original partial prototype sequence in [3]. Addition- 
ally certain ‘endings’ such as CACT were obtained in 
4 positions. By aligning GAA... residues and ‘endings’ 
it was found that the mouse satellite sequence con- 
tained 4 basic repeating units of 58-60 basepairs 
superimposed on the highly repeated simpler proto- 
type sequence (fig.3 (I-IV)). Furthermore, the base 
mismatches or insertions between strands I and III 
was <60% less (8 mismatches or 13.8% variants) 
than between all other strands (e.g., I and II, II and 
III, I and IV, and III and IV contained 13-18 mis- 
matches or 22-3 1% variants). Computation of proba 
bilities [4] indicated the I-III homology had lo’- 
10” less random probability of occurring than the 
other strand matches. From statistical considerations 
[4] it is obvious that the longer the sequence, the 
more significant the homology. Indeed, there are 22 
base variants between the aligned I:11 and III-IV. 
116 base strands which is <l Or4 less likely to occur 
than the best matched 58 base subunit (P = 1.37 X 
1O-36 vs P = 1.6 X 10-22). Thus we consider it is 
likely that the evolution of the mouse 234 basepair 
satellite DNA is based on an ‘amplification’ of a 2 
unit 116-l 18 basepair segment rather than a 4 unit 
58-60 basepair piece. The basic repeat of 116-l 18 
basepairs is also in keeping with the observation of 
OS-mers in restriction digests [2]. Furthermore, 

since the consensus sequence is so unequivocal in 
most positions, ‘amplification’ into longer tandem 
arrays of 234 basepair multimers is even more con- 
vincing. This combination of 2 or more basic tandem 
units of >200 basepairs, prior to amplification into 
enormous tandem arrays with general base fidelity, is 
similar to that obtained in the human complex 
repeats which are otherwise unrelated to mouse 
satellite DNA in detailed base sequence [4]. A basic 
tandem length of >200 basepairs may be a prerequi- 
site for later amplification into the enormous arrays. 
Although the mouse satellite sequence may be based 
on very simple -9 basepair repeats, possibly generated 
initially by unequal crossing over [9], and even the 
4 more complex 58-60 basepair arrays may be slowly 
evolving by a similar mechanism, we suggest that the 
evolution of longer tandem arrays is the most biologi- 
tally significant step. Indeed homologous simpler 
sequences of short length are likely to be found in 
widely divergent organisms albeit in reduced amounts; 
hybridization experiments in this laboratory indicate 
these homologies do occur in widely divergent species 
(unpublished). Such simpler sequence ‘libraries’ may 
be continuously created de novo rather than conserved 
in an evolutionary sense. It has been argued that 
sequence ‘conservation’ is less compelling in satellite 
DNAs than in sequences coding for major cellular 
proteins [lo]. 

We have stressed that the overall length and 
tandem arrangement are the most important features 
of satellite (centromeric) sequences. No convincing 
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long dyads or other sequence homologies are seen 
between mouse satellite and human long tandem 
arrays, and even the methylation is not an obvious 
common feature. For example all potential pCG resi- 
dues in the human sequence [4] compose <SO% the 
fraction actually obtained in mouse satellite. In this 
context it is of interest that a satellite not ordinarily 
transcribed, in lampbrush chromosomes is transcribed 
[ Ill, suggesting that long range chromosomal arrange- 
ment or three-dimensional structure may be a critical 
feature in the transcription or ‘function’ of these 
sequences. 

We have shown that different long repeated DNA 
sequences in the human genome occupy distinct or 
different centromeric domains [ 121. Mouse satellite 
is unusual in that all autosomes contain this sequence 
at their centromeres [ 131. However, variants of the 
long tandem satellites have been noted to occupy 
distinct mouse chromosomes [ 141. The question of 
how these sequences become so widespread, yet are 
different among centromeres, or groups of centromeres 
needs to be resolved. Similarly, the comparison of 
features of longer intercalary repeated DNA sequence 
blocks, will help define the evolution and constraints 
that operate at centromeric domains. 
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